This paper proposes an adaptive neurofuzzy interface system ANFIS approach to identify the real power transfer between generators. Based on solved load flow results, it first uses modified nodal equation method MNE to determine real power contribution from each generator to loads. Then the results of MNE method and load flow information are utilized to train the designed ANFIS. It also incorporated an enhanced feature extraction method called principle component analysis PCA to reduce the input features to the ANFIS. The 25-bus equivalent system of south Malaysia is utilized as a test system to illustrate the effectiveness of the ANFIS output compared to that of the MNE method. The ANFIS output provides promising results in terms of accuracy and computation time. Furthermore, it can be concluded that the ANFIS with enhanced feature extraction method reduces the time taken to train the ANFIS without affecting the accuracy of the results.
Introduction
The introduction of electricity privatization becomes an important issue under electric industry restructuring. The aim of this research is to bring transparency and open access to the transmission network. Implementing transparent rules that allocate transmission use fulfill this concept of fairness in the industry. Fairness can only be achieved by adopting a fair and transparent usage allocation methodology acceptable to all parties. In view of market operation, it is vital to know the role of individual generators and loads to transmission wires and power transfer between individual generators to loads. This is necessary for the restructured power system to operate economically, efficiently and ensure open access to all system users 1 . Several schemes have been developed to solve the allocation problem in the last few years. Methods based on the Y -bus or Z-bus system matrices have recently received great attention since these methods can integrate the network characteristics and circuit theories into line usage and loss allocation. The method reported in 2 is based on Kirchhoff's current law KCL , equivalent linear circuit that reaches all lines and loads. Based on the stated assumptions, a recursive procedure was used to construct the equivalent circuit for each bus. Moreover, superposition theorem was applied to the bus's equivalent circuit starting from a bus whose injected currents were known. Another circuit concept method was proposed by Chang and Lu 3 . It was based on the system Y -bus and Z-bus matrix modification where, branch current are determined as a function of generators' injected current by using information from the Zbus. Similarly, contribution to bus voltages was computed as a function of each generator current injection by decomposing the network into different networks. Using the computed voltages and currents, the power flowing on the transmission lines were unbundled. It uses approximate formulation to calculate the unbundled loss components. This algorithm utilizes the network decomposition concept as proposed by Zobian and Ilić 4 which determines the use of transmission network by individual bilateral contracts. Teng 5 , proposed a systematic method, very similar to that presented in 3 , to allocate the power flow and loss for deregulated transmission systems. Using a similar concept, the authors of this paper introduce a modified nodal equation MNE method for real and reactive power allocation 6 in which the load buses powers are represented as a function of the generators' current and voltage.
The tracing methods 1, 7-10 based on the actual power flows in the network and the proportional sharing principles were effectively used in transmission usage allocation. The methods reported in 1, 9 are based on tracing the current and complex power from individual power sources to system loads. Based on solved load flow, the method converts power injections and line flows into real and imaginary current injections and current flows. This method has a clear physical meaning and its results are unique. Bialek in 7 proposed a novel power tracing method. However this method requires inverting a large matrix. Wu et al. 8 proposed graph theory to calculate the contribution factor of individual generators to line flows and loads and the extraction factor of individual loads from line flows and generators, which is theoretically efficient. This method cannot handle loop flows and losses must be removed initially. Reference 11 was based on the concept of generator "domains", "common", and "links". The disadvantage of this method is that the share of each generator in each "common" i.e., the set of buses supplied from the same set of generators is assumed to be same. Furthermore, the "commons" concept can lead to problems since the topology of a "common" could radically change even in the case of slight change in power flows. In a related work, a support vector machine SVM 12 was applied to estimate the contribution of individual generators to loads in power systems. The SVM gives faster results but the accuracy of the result is not promising.
Therefore in order to obtain fast and accurate results, an adaptive neurofuzzy interface system ANFIS approach is proposed in this work. The proposed method considers almost all system variables obtained from load flow solutions as the input features. However, these features are further reduced using the principle component analysis PCA , to decrease the training time required by the designed ANFIS. The targets of the ANFIS corresponding to the real power transfer allocation results are obtained from MNE method. It is expected that the application of ANFIS can contribute in improving the computation time of real power allocation methodology for deregulated system. 
Modified Nodal Equations Method
The derivation, to decompose the load real powers into components contributed by specific generators starts with basic equations of load flow. Applying Kirchhoff's law to each node of the power network leads to the equations, which can be written in a matrix form as 1
where V is a vector of all node voltages in the system, I is a vector of all node currents in the system, and Y is the Y -bus admittance matrix. The nodal admittance matrix of the typical power system is large and sparse, therefore it can be partitioned in a systematic way. Considering a system in which there are G generator nodes that participate in selling power and remaining L n − G nodes as loads, then it is possible to rewrite 2.1 into its matrix form as
Solving 2.2 for I L , the load currents can be presented as a function of generators' current and load voltages as
Then, the total real power P L of all loads can be expressed as
where * means conjugate. Substituting 2.3 into 2.4 and solving for P L the relationship as shown in 2.5 can be found
where
where nG is the number of generators. Now, in order to decompose the load voltage dependent term further in 2.5 , into components of generator dependent terms, 2.8 is used. A possible way to deduce load node voltages as a function of generator bus voltages is to apply superposition theorem. However, it requires replacing all load bus current injections into equivalent admittances in the circuit. Using a readily available load flow result, the equivalent shunt admittance Y Lj of load node j can be calculated using
where S Lj is the load apparent power on node j and V Lj is the load bus voltage on node j. After adding these equivalences to the diagonal entries of Y -bus matrix, 2.1 can be rewritten as
where Y is the modified Y of 2.1 . Next, adopting 2.8 and taking into account each generator one by one, the load bus voltages contributed by all generators can be expressed as
Now it requires a simple mathematical manipulation to obtain the required relationship as a function of generators dependent terms. By substituting 2.9 into 2.5 , the decomposed load real powers can be expressed as
2.10
This equation shows that the real power of each load bus consists of two terms by individual generators. The first term relates directly to the generators' current and the second term corresponds to their contribution to the load voltages. With further simplification of 2.10 , the real power contribution that load j acquires from generator i is
Lji is the current dependent term of generator i to P Lj and P
ΔV L
Lji is the voltage dependent term of generator i to P Lj .
This allocation method has clear physical meaning as it takes into account the interaction between real and reactive power flows. Vector P L is used as a target in the training process of the proposed ANFIS. 
Principle of Adaptive Neurofuzzy Inference System (ANFIS)
Adaptive Neurofuzzy Inference System ANFIS is developed from Sugeno-type fuzzy inference system FIS for effective data processing. The development is a simple data learning technique by using configuration of neurofuzzy model with hybrid learning rule. FIS processes a given input mapping to get a target output. The ANFIS defines five layers which perform the function of fuzzification of the input values, aggregation of membership degree, evaluation of the bases, normalization of the aggregated membership degree, and evaluation of function output values 13, 14 .
Basic ANFIS structure consists the five main processing stages illustrated in Figure 1 . The first layer is the input layer which receives input data that are mapped into membership functions so as to determine the membership of a given input. In this fuzzification process the following equations are utilized:
where X i and Y i are fuzzified input values, whereas a i , b i , and c i are the parameter sets from the Gaussian input membership function. The second layer of neurons represents association between input and output, by means of fuzzy rules. Application of fuzzy operators involves the use of the product AND to the fuzzified input. Equations 3.2 represent the fuzzy relations obtained from the product fuzzy operators:
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In the third layer, the output is normalized and then passed to the fourth layer. Here, the activation degree and normalization is implemented by using the following equations
Then the output data are mapped in the fourth layer to give output membership function based on the predetermined fuzzy rules. Aggregation of all outputs is obtained by using 3.4 which is the product of the normalized activation degree and individual output membership function
where p i , q i , and r i are the parameters from the output membership function.
Finally the outputs are summed in the fifth layer to give a single valued output. The ANFIS has the constraint that it only be designed as a single output system and the system must be of unity weights for each rule 15
3.5
Feature Extraction
An important aspect to be considered for achieving good ANFIS performance is by proper selection and extraction of training data. For large-scale interconnected power systems, the complete state information is too large for any effective ANFIS implementation and therefore, the training data must be reduced to smaller number of useful information 16 using some sort of transformation. In general, the reduced set of features must represent the original set of features, since a loss of information in the reduced set results in loss of performance and accuracy of the ANFIS. The common methods for feature extraction are the linear discriminant analysis LDA and principle component analysis PCA . In this work, PCA is used for feature extraction.
Obtaining the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrices for normal distributions is known as the principal component analysis PCA . It is a statistical method often used in pattern recognition and data analysis. The goal of PCA is to map vectors having larger dimensional space onto another set of vectors having a smaller dimensional subspace. A brief explanation on calculation of principle components is as follows. Given a data set X l×m , where l ∈ R n represents the number of rows of the data X and m ∈ R n represents the number of input features of the data set. It is possible to calculate the mean value for the input features as and subtracting the mean from the original features the covariance matrix can be obtained as
The final stage of CPA involves the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix.
The new obtained coordinates of the orthogonal projections onto the eigenvectors, are called principle components 16 where the number of principle components is equal to the number of input features. If too many principle components are considered, the transformed input features may include redundant features or if small number of principle components are chosen, they may jeopardize the accuracy of the intelligent system. One method of choosing principle components is by plotting them on a screen plot as shown in Figure 2 17 . It can be noticed in Figure 2 that there is a "knee" in the plot at the third principle component; therefore according to a popular rule, the number of principle components to be considered should be 3 17 .
ANFIS Design for Real Power Allocation
In this work, 12 ANFIS blocks are generated and arranged as a hierarchical distribution ANFIS network to obtain real power transfer allocation results for the practical 25-bus equivalent power system of south Malaysia as shown in Figure 3 .
This system consists of 12 generators located at buses 14 to 25, respectively. They deliver power to 5 loads, through 37 lines located at buses 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6, respectively. The data for training is assembled using the daily load curve and performing load flow analysis for every hour of load demand. Similarly the target vector for the training is obtained from the MNE method. Input data D for each developed ANFIS contains independent variables such as load bus voltage magnitude V load , real power of load P load , reactive power of load Q load , generator bus voltage magnitude V gen , real power generation P gen , reactive power generation Q gen corresponding to that particular ANFIS block, average line real power flows P L1 , P L2 , to P L37 , and the target/output parameter T which is the contributions from a generator placed at particular bus to loads. This is considered as a single output from each ANFIS block for real power transfer allocation. Figure 4 shows complete ANFIS design for real power transfer allocation for the 25-bus equivalent practical power system assuming that system topology remains intact. Since PCA uses the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix and it only finds the independent axes of the data, the input data should not vary in abnormally wide range. Therefore for the effective use of PCA, it is assumed that the bus voltages, line flows, are power injections are within the limited range. This assumption is acceptable since the bus voltages, line power flows, generation limits generally varies in a narrow band to maintain voltage, and transient stability of the system. The observed maximum variation in the input samples for bus voltage, load power, generator power, and line power flow, respectively, are 0.037, 2.199, 0.380, and 0.535. Generally it is also noted that the variation in power flow and power injection increases as the load increase according to the daily load curve. 
Training
ANFIS is sensitive to the number of input features. Too many input features increasing training time. Therefore number of input features is selected by conducting PCA to eliminate those principle components that contribute less than 2% to the total variation in the original data set. After the PCA is applied, it is found that the total of input features can be reduced from 43 to only 3 input features without severely affecting the accuracy of the results. After the reduced input features and target for training data is created, the data D and T is divided into training and test subsets. In this case 168 samples of data are used for the training and another 168 samples are created for testing. Figure 5 shows the performance of the training for individual ANFIS blocks representing each generator. From Figure 5 , it can also be seen that the training goal is achieved in 3 epochs with a root mean square error less than 0.2 × 10 −4 .
Pretesting and Simulation
After the ANFIS have been trained, next step is to simulate the ANFIS blocks. The entire test sample data is used in pretesting. After simulation, the obtained result from the trained blocks is evaluated with a linear regression analysis. The regression analysis for the trained ANFIS block that is referred to contribution of generator at bus 14 to loads is shown in Figure 6 . The correlation coefficient, R in this case is equal to one which indicates a perfect correlation between MNE method and output of the ANFIS block. The best linear fit is indicated by the solid line, whereas the perfect fit is indicated by the dashed line.
Results and Analysis
A number of simulations have been carried out to demonstrate the accuracy of the developed ANFIS with the same 25-bus equivalent system of south Malaysia. The scenario here is a decrement by 5% of the real and reactive load demand from the nominal trained pattern.
Besides it also assumed that all generators also decrease their production proportionally 
Training goal ANFIS training errors according to this variation in the load demands. This assumption is being made to ensure that all real power generation of generator at buses 14 to 25 varies in responding the varying daily load pattern of the loads. Figure 7 shows the real power transfer allocation result for generator located at bus 14 calculated by the ANFIS along with the result obtained through MNE method for loads at buses 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6 for hours 25 to 48 and 121 and 144. Results obtained from the ANFIS are indicated with lines having circles and the solid lines with cross represent the output of the MNE method. From Figure 7 , it can be observed that the developed ANFIS can allocate real power transfer between generators and load with very good accuracy, almost 99.95%. In this simulation, ANFIS computes within 39.37 msec, whereas the MNE method took 360 msec for the calculation of same real power transfer allocation. Therefore it can be concluded that the ANFIS is more efficient in terms of computation time. Moreover it is worth highlighting that the feature reduction method used where E n difference between desired output and actual output of test data number n and N is the total number of data. The allocation of real power to loads using proposed ANFIS on hour 33 out of 168 hours is presented in Table 2 along with the result obtained through MNE method. From Table 2 , it can be noted that the result obtained by the ANFIS output in this paper is compared well with the result of MNE method. The difference of real power between generators in both methods is very small which is less than or equal to 0.029 MW. The consumer located at bus 4 consumed the highest demand compared to other consumers in this hour. Consequently, the contribution of real power due to generators 16, 17, and 19 located at the same bus provides more real power to load at bus 4 by both methods as well. This result also justifies the physical meaning of MNE method as these generators are nearest to load at bus 4. Moreover, to validate the results, load flow information at hour 33 for the test system are given in Table 3 . It can be observed that the sum of the real power contributed by each generator obtained from MNE method and ANFIS is in conformity with the actual power flow.
Conclusion
In this paper, an ANFIS method has been developed to identify the real power transfer between generators and load. The developed ANFIS adopts real power allocation outputs determined by MNE technique as an estimator to train the ANFIS. The robustness of the proposed method has been demonstrated on the 25-bus equivalent system of south Malaysia. From the results, it can be concluded that the ANFIS output provides the results in a faster and convenient manner with good accuracy. Better computation time is crucial to improve online application. Hence, the proposed method could be adapted to true application of real power allocation and help to resolve some of the difficult real power pricing and costing issues to ensure fairness and transparency in the deregulated environment of power system operation.
